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Open & distance learning

Learning for development
- Formal education
- Livelihoods and health
Why community media...?

- Vehicle for learning
- Address local needs
- Local content, resources
- Dialogue, relationships
- Accessible, participatory
Sustainable livelihoods
- People-centered
- Holistic
- Dynamic
- Build on strengths
- Encourage partnerships

Community media
- Participatory
- Social agenda
- Integrated approach
- Relevant information/experience
- Collaboration
Jet FM, Jeffrey Town Farmers Association

We are powered by wind and sun.

Our positive vibe is what makes us different from all the other radio stations we create our own programs and have won numerous awards for them too.

Jet Fm continues to make meaningful programming on climate change and adaptation, maternal health, social issues, matters directly related to farming and health programs. Newly added is the Jet Town Buzz drama series for 2013. We work voluntarily as a team to achieve and offer service.

We believe in upliftment and we use this medium to help make our community and parish better.

To contact us our number is 618-1828.
interactions among people in which they create, share, and exchange information and ideas in communities and networks

platforms through which individuals and communities share, co-create, discuss, and modify content created by the users themselves
Cant pay 500 bribe, wont get Old age pension, says official, alleges villager...

Raju Akela from Semaria block in Chatra district of Jharkhand is telling us that according to his calculation around 30% eligible people are getting old age pension. Lately Govt had collected photographs of all old people and old age pension was promised but the local officials tell him that higher officers demand Rs 500 bribe for each application so those can not pay will not get pension. For more Raju Ji can be reached at 09693356601
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Question in Mundari language had a wrong answer in test for Teachers job

Man Singh Munda from Saraikela Kharsawan district in Jharkhand is telling us that recently they appeared in tests for the job of teachers. The exam also had questions in Adivasi Mundari language but one of the question in Mundari had a wrong answer. Similarly a question of maths also had a
Thank you. I hope this might contribute to some discussion...